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CHAPTER 40
"Not a Single Fact, No Evidence at All"

Unless he is holding it for this last chapter, "The Plot," in this next to the last chapter, "The

Source" (pages 519-42), if there is anything other than what we have seen to establish that there had

been either conspiracy, to kill the President or to keep Livingstone from his promise to break the case

open in a couple of weeks, it must be in this chapter.  To here there is nothing but a low-grade,

disorganized, incredible novel.  A very poor one and a childishly amateurish one at that.

As he begins this penultimate chapter he forecasts that it is on his imagined conspiracy against

him.  Some of his language is more apt than he recognized and, like much of what he says, is apt only

when the meaning other than he intended is taken from it:

Behind the scene, those covering themselves with the mantle of "researchers" and

"critics" worked for the highest bidder or labored to draw a fog over the evidence in the case.

Only when I sprang free of the major researchers did I begin to understand what had

happened.  Only when I made a public split with them did the real researchers come out of the

woodwork where they had been hiding.

And the real witnesses.

And the real investigation  (page 519).

Mostly what comes out of the woodwork is vermin.  Him and his.

We've been needing Henry with the Flit, to resort to that insecticide commercial.

What a demonstration we have had to hear of the "real witnesses" and the "real researchers"
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and their and his "real investigation"! He then gets into it quickly:

There had been a shadow investigation in the years following the murder.  Three former
FBI agents conducted it, employing a network of other agents and security operatives.  Some
were employed by the big companies that had an interest in seeing John Kennedy dead: 
General Dynamics, Bell Helicopters, Hunt Oil, Clint Murchison's empire, and Brown & Root at
the top of it.

I tapped into this network of aging, gracious, kindly southern gentlemen.  Soon I was
staying at the most exclusive hotels in Dallas and lunching at the Petroleum Club, the Adolphus,
the Top of the Hill, and the grill at the Anatole, The King's Club where the conspirators once
hung out was no more" (pages 519-20).

His memory is as undependable as everything else about Livingstone.  He earlier in the book

condemned others so for such imagined high-lifting as he wound up relishing.

With his remarkable insensitivity to anything other than he wants to believe or wants believed he

does not even recognize that he is confessing that those Texans of means had moved in on him and

taken him over.  That resulted in his believing their guff and doing their dirty work for them with it.

He introduced an important new "witness" whose name he cannot use.  All he says to explain

this is, "I have to give him a name, so we'll call my source George Healey."  Not Gerry Smiley.

For those who know something about reality, about his earlier writing and can correctly

understand what they have labored through to this point, there is a surprise:  "For those readers who are

puzzled (about his giving his star witness a false identification), I have never made up evidence in my life,

and this story is not made up."

It is a genuine tragedy that this poor man, lost in his sense of his own importance, in the belief he

has understanding denied others, convinced that those who have fed him all this guff respect him and

trust him with their "secrets."  The fictions that were so very public long before they spotted him for the

self-important dunce he really is, is that when he has his long record, including in this book, of doing

exactly what he here states he has never done, "made up evidence."  Of those in this book, he "made
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up" what he actually believes is "evidence" that the films were altered when they were not and would not

have been.

He does believe that "Healey" is in danger so he gives him this fake name.  But then he gives a

close to unique description of Healey's home, "designed by Frank Lloyd Wright and relied on glass and

soaring constructs, light and foliage, with an inner courtyard in a Spanish motif.  The house contained

illuminated aquariums filled with every exotic fish.  This was a man who was cultured and artistic, who

abhorred so much of what Texas stood for - a rough-and-ready bravado, violence and corruption"

(page 520).

Livingstone's stated fear is that "The wealthiest and most powerful people in the city are

perfectly capable of hiring `contractors' to mess with someone who reveals their nefarious activities"

(page 520).

Just suppose, Livingstone having assured us that he never made any evidence up, that there are

such terrible people who would have, with the appearance of this book, reason to "mess with" Healey

and wanted to.  Whatever is meant by "mess with," and the reasonable presumption is not by rumpling

the hair, what do they need other than what this idiot who regards himself as so all-wise and so informed

has already give them? 

How many such Frank Lloyd Wright houses can there be in Dallas area of that general design in

particular and with the other specific features set forth in detail?

If for once there had been anything genuine about Livingstone's writing he could have been

responsible for "Healey's" murder.

What a childish caricature of a writer or an investigator this nothing who wants it believed that

he really is something special makes of himself!
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Such silly games he plays!

He is so dumb he hasn't the slightest notion that he makes a spectacle of himself.

He really does believe that he is a hot-shot investigator who knows all the tricks of crooks and

murderers and that he is protecting "George Healey" from all those who would want to kill him for what

he says.  If he were not so overwhelmed by his puffing himself up for all the years of his futilities and by

the adulation of those who finally came out of the woodwork he would know that the last thing in the

world that anyone with a grain of sense at all would do would be to talk to him under any conditions.

He has already established George Healey as a fake.

And there is little doubt that the others of that "network" he says he "tapped" can be seen as

other than or "aging, gracious, kindly southern gentlemen" (page 519). He has, with his need to brag

and boast and exaggerate and tell himself and his readers that he really is something, given plenty of

clues for anyone wanting to find "George Healey."

Time enough for them and for what he really means by "gracious, kindly southern gentlemen."

Were this not enough, he undermines himself more than he realized with how he gets into his

great sensation from Healey:  "This may not be the definitive story, but I believe it to be very close.  I

believe that I am as close as one might come thirty years after the murder...." (520).

This is, as he does not realize, a sideshow.  There is the old sideshow saying about "close but no

cigar" when all those mighty men like Livingstone swung those heavy mallets and yet did not ring the

bell.

If what there is no reason to believe, he learned anything at all in law school, that should include

that murders are not "solved" by what anyone might believe is "close."

Healey's political philosophy, which might have appealed to Livingstone, begins with his saying
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that only three Presidents "knew what they were doing and where the power lay...Franklin Delano

Roosevelt, Richard Nixon and George Bush" (page 520).

This does not encourage the belief that Healey is going to talk facts.

And when he tells Livingstone, who is an authentic subject-matter ignoramus if there ever was

one, "`You are one of the two writers that are on the right track,' Healey told me.  `Some of the key

people aren't around any more.  Their's weren't natural deaths," no doubt at all remains  (page 521).     

        

They then "discussed the broad outlines of the plot, and the specifics.  ...He gave me the

addresses of those he wanted me to contact.  ...He told me things he was afraid to say."  Then Healey

told him that the House committee had, having served subpoenas, "seized the records of the shadow

investigation" he had said several former FBI agents had been conducting.  Those records were "of vast

value," only the committee apparently did not see it that way because it did not use them.

Before long the obvious suspicion that Healey was using the gullible and egomaniacal

Livingstone for his own purposes is without any question at all:

"Years before, Garrison had sent emissaries to Dallas.  Prominent researchers had gone
there and contacted former FBI men.  The researchers were blown off the scent because that
was the job of some of the security men who worked for Clint Mutchison, Howard Hughes, J.
Paul Getty, Brown & Root and H.L. Hunt.

Healey went to see Paul Rothermel during Lyndon Johnson's tenure as president after
Hunt had soured on LBJ.  Under the guise of discussing another matter, the source produced
the "Boxley" chart, which indicated that Rothermel and Hunt had something to do with the
assassination.  This was a drawing down by Bill Woods, who used the alias "Boxley" when he
worked for Jim Garrison.  Rothermel's cordiality toward Healey disappeared in a cloud of
suspicion.  Within days Rothermel had conducted a thorough investigation of Healey.  The
source feels that Rothermel would never have wasted the amount of effort that went into this
investigation unless he was protecting himself and others  (page 522).

This is enough to make clear that Healey was doing a job on the gullible fool Livingstone.
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Garrison has sent no "emissaries" to Dallas.  He did not trust it.  He imagined a la Farewell

America that they had all conspired to kill JFK.  He sent Boxley there and he sent assistant district

attorneys there looking for evidence he could use in court.  I remember that this included Parkland

doctors but which I do not remember.  Those lawyers were not about to mess themselves up with

improper activities outside their jurisdiction or playing any of Garrison's conspiracy games.  Two did

become judges, one a magistrate.

I was not anyone's "emissary."  Ivon asked me to deliver that Farewell America manuscript to

Rothermel.  My visit was short, our conversation was brief, I do not remember asking him anything at all

about the assassination and of what he volunteered, all I recall is his account of seeking advice of the

FBI on where to take the old man where he might not be subject to what was not impossible in Dallas. 

He told me that Washington was recommended and that he took the old man there that very night.

It was not "Healey" but I who gave that sick and all-inclusive chart of the Garrison/Boxley

concept of the assassination to Rothermel.  I did it on my own, not as anybody's emissary, not George

Healey - who does not say how he got it anyway.  That in fact Rothermel got it from me is confirmed by

the Dallas FBI records I obtain in C.A. 78-0322.  Rothermel sought to ingratiate himself with the FBI

by giving it that crazy concoction and at the same time lied, telling them it was my chart of my ideas.

That the duplicate copy of that record in my "subject" file disappeared while Livingstone's crook

of a Baltimore cop was working in my files for him can be a strong indication of whether it was

Livingstone who "dug up" all that "evidence" and those "witnesses" or whether this crook of a cop was

knowingly feeding all that bad stuff, junk, to his trusting benefactor.

(My original of that chart is filed elsewhere.)

Garrison's lawyers were not fools.  Almost all of them laughed at his notions, particularly of the
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ever-changing, ever-expanding conspiracy, even in his presence, when his back was turned.

I do not know of a single person who could then have been called a "prominent researcher"

who went to Dallas and contacted any of the former FBI agents who then were in those security jobs

Healey ticked off.  Nor do I know any one of them who would have dreamed of getting any information

at all that way.

There were not at that time, in any event, many who could really be referred to as "prominent

researchers.

There thus was no possibility at all that they "were blown off the scent" that way.

This is a fabrication and not a very good one, but almost any is good enough to con Livingstone.

 Especially after he is told how great he is.

"After Rothermel has soured on Hunt" is in itself a give-away.  Rothermel was fired as a thief! 

Livingstone knows this.  And he is in next to the last chapter of his book, has made no mention

of it and publishes this nonsense, and still does not report that firing in the rest of the book.  How much

more need known about the dependability that can be placed in Livingstone and what he says when he

goes for this amateurish ploy and still hides the fact that his prime sources were fired as thieves? When it

was in the papers and in the courts?  We'll come to that soon.

Rothermel had that "Boxley" chart.  I gave it to him.  What he did with it I do not know other

than giving a copy to the Dallas FBI as my chart, my work, my beliefs.  That is the kindly, courteous

southern gentleman in him that Livingstone says they all are.  So, on the basis of believing this stuff of

Healey's at all, the finger points to Healey as having gotten that chart from the FBI, if not from

Rothermel. 

What Boxley might have done with it, believing it as he did, is another matter.  But I do not think
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he was crazy enough to be going around Dallas with a chart accusing Dallasites as Presidential

assassins.

Healey saying that the chart "indicated that Rothermel and Hunt had something to do with the

assassination" is a dead giveaway:  he did not have that chart!

It had Hunt as the center of the assassination!

That is hardly only"having something to do with it"!

Does it make any sense for Rothermel to have been angered by being given a copy of that chart

he already had?  If that had happened, the greater likelihood is that he would have laughed out loud

about it, as he did when I gave it to him.  It is that ridiculous.

So, that also was no reason for Rothermel to investigate Healey.

In short, there is nothing to this at all, not a thing.  And this is the beginning of Livingstone's

heroic "solution"? With this Livingstone switches to Rothermel.  Rothermel told him that nobody

would have trusted the old man because he was a "hick, so naive, so indiscrete"  (page 523).

Then Livingstone has Healey say "there was no preexisting organization.  The conspiracy was

ad hoc.”  What follows can be Livingstone or it can be Healey.  It is not within quotation marks:  "Think

about that.  We know that Kennedy was lured down to Texas.  He was lured!..."  That is like so much

of what Livingstone writes and believes, the exact opposite of the truth.  Of the proofs of this the most

cogent I recall is the lengthy oral history by JFK's counsel, the late Kenneth O'Donnell.

Livingstone is arguing that Johnson, already identified as one of his conspirators, lured JFK

there.  Livingstone says this elsewhere in the book.  The truth is that it was JFK's idea, Johnson resisted

and opposed it all he could because he considered it a bad, not a good idea, and JFK personally

overruled him and made the decision.
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If this “lured” bull is Livingstone's, then that is the same Livingstone who just a few pages earlier

assured his readers that "I have never made up evidence in my life"  (page 520)

So far the one thing absolutely missing in all of this is evidence.

Livingstone quotes another former FBI man, "My seat-of-the-pants feeling is that LBJ was up

to his ears in it ..." (page 520).  Evidence?  Nonsense, not evidence.  That particular southern-gentleman

type even had Lady Bird Johnson “even more dangerous than Lyndon.”  “Some say (that Livingstone

standby) that she played some direct role in the plot”  (page 524).  So between “some say” Livingstone

and this supposed former FBI agent, any evidence?  Not a bit.

So many years after Shaw was acquitted, Livingstone quotes another source as telling him,

Walter Jenkins was the connection between LBJ and Clay Shaw" and he is actually stupid enough to

print that  (Page 524)!  For what rational purpose, pray?

Here is how that demon investigator, Livingstone, continues:  Jenkins/Shaw "was the

homosexual pipeline in the case, and how Oswald was set up in New Orleans.  Jenkins was ..... 

arrested in a D.C. gay bar ...."  (pages 524-5).

     If there was any purpose for any homosexual pipeline, in almost 800 pages, Livingstone does not

even hint at it.  There was none, of course. And Jenkins was not arrested in any gay bar.  It was in

the men’s room in Lafayette Square, across from the White House.  That men's room was on the far

side of that square from the White House. Livingstone's source of source, the man whose life he

fears for, told him that "Johnson carried Hoover's ball on the Hill, and got his appropriation through his

connections in the House, when he was the majority leader in the Senate"  (page 525).

Hoover never, ever, had any problem with any appropriations.  They originate with the House

appropriations Committee and that chairman was always in Hoover's pocket, especially in those years.
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But when Johnson wanted something in or from the House, he did not go through any of those

alleged "connections" there.  He in fact had none of them.  He was rather removed from the House, as

he could easily be.  He was the protege of the House majority leader, Sam Rayburn.  Not only did

Hoover have no greater fan on the Hill, Rayburn did not have to be asked by Johnson if Hoover

believed he needed any help.

In short, Healey is not only a fake, he is an ignorant fake.  But that is no problem when he is

conning a dunce so anxious to be conned.  Yearning to be conned and too dumb to know it ! 

But as he meanders through lots of dubious chitchat he comes to a pretty picture, painted, of

course, by Madeleine Brown.  She "recalled Hunt often coming into the King's Club at the Adolphus

arm in arm with Jack Ruby" (page 526).

She alone, naturally!

Livingstone's next, "The Source" section is headed "Oswald."  It begins with what he does not

attribute to his "source":  "We know that DeMohrenschildt's job as to baby sit Oswald for J. Walton

Moore, the local CIA resident agent" (page 526).

"We know" is more of that "evidence" Livingstone assures he never, ever makes up.

"We know" no such thing, unless deMohrenschildt was a babysitter with ESP and some kind of

secret radar.  He had left Dallas for Haiti eight months earlier and had not returned!  That is

"baby-sitting"?  That is baby talk, through a gray beard!

The CIA does not have "resident agents."  The FBI does, as subsidiaries of field of offices. 

Moore was the head of the overt CIA Dallas Domestic Contact Service.  Nothing secret.  He

interviewed openly.

Livingstone has more of that "we know" or "some say," he does not specify which, when he
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says that  in New Orleans Oswald "worked for Guy Banister," who had a private detective agency and

was of the far right.

It is not certain, that being the clarity of Livingstone's writing, but it seems that he asks and The

Source answers when he asks, " did you think there is anyone who can confirm that Oswald was a PCI

(Paid Criminal Informant)" (page 527).

As usual, Know-It-All Livingstone, who says he never makes anything up, making it up as he

goes and regarding whatever he makes up as instant fact.  That "P" in those FBI informer designations

does not refer to paying.  It represents that the informer is on his probationary period, usually about six

months.  And so far The Source and "anybody in the FBI" knowing it, that never happened.  The

informers were always referred to by the arbitrary numbers assigned them.  Which Oswald did not from

the evidence have in any event.

The next section is "Marina" is brief and not worth any time (Pages 527-8).   There is nothing in

it.

Next is "Michael and Ruth Paine" (pages 528-30).  It has nothing at all to do with them. 

Instead it is, compared to what is available, petty stuff about some of the right, particular at Denton

State College.

Livingstone even took up with Healey, oracle of oracles that he is, "The National Debt."  He

even has a short section in it (page 530).

"I proposed to Healey that the national debt was the prize of the assassination."

Healey gave him a short lecture of approval.  It says here anyway. What we are left to

presume is that these supposedly wise, informed, sophisticated and all-knowing elder statesmen said

what next appears is this blessedly short section (page 530 only), "That was a good way to cover up
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what otherwise would have been a public clamoring about why we were going into debt. ..."

How a relatively slight increase in the national debt became "the prize of the assassination" is not

even suggested, but would it have been even a greater such "prize" by the time this political and financial

genius wrote this supposed book when by then Presidents Reagan and Bush had between then

exceeded the accumulated national debt of all earlier presidents by about four times?

And without being assassinated?

“General Walker” then takes a page and a half (pages 531-2).  Why is not clear.  It says

nothing at all except that he was gay.  It does not even give his full name, and rank, Major General

Edwin A. Walker.

Under "Bill Greer" is one of Livingstone's greater outrages against common decency and

common sense.:  "`There has to be someone on the Secret Service who betrayed Kennedy,' Healey

told me.  `That was the only way it could all work perfectly.'"  On his own Livingstone nominates the

driver, Greer, as this betrayer of (page 532).

"The Dallas FBI" runs from page 532 through half of page 538.

Livingstone's opinion is that it and the CIA were "had in this case."

Healey then said that Warren was controlled, by "blackmail."

As the ignorant, nonsensical, unfactual trivia drools out Livingstone again consciously lies to his

reader and to history in saying of Rothermel that he "left Hunt shortly after the Clay Shaw Trial ended"

(Page 533).  We'll see that he was fired as a thief.

Nonsense about me addressed earlier follows, then more of the same fabrications about that

Boxley chart.  As the rambling having nothing at all to do with he FBI or the CIA continues the

dependability of those sources he identifies as "Hunt Oil memo" is established by this, attributed to
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Boxley, "Harold Weisberg and Gary Schoener are behind his being dismissed."  (page 534)  It can be

argued that I was, although I was not, but not Gary Schoener. 

What I did was make Garrison's position impossible when he was going to charge two men with

being the actual Grassy Knoll assassins knowing that one of them had killed himself in New Orleans

some 15 months before the assassination.  Casting about for some substitute for himself, and Garrison

was not about to fire himself, he fired Boxley.

My friend Gary Schoener, a psychologist who runs a much-honored clinic in Minneapolis, has

nothing at all to do with any of this.  He did not even know about it.

It likewise is utterly false that "a delegation of big-name assassination researchers -Harold

Weisberg, Bernard Fensterwald and Vincent Salandria - went to see Garrison and had Boxley/Wood

fired on the grounds he was still working for the CIA... " This, too, is the man who never ever made up

evidence, not himself, not his source (page 534).  He knew without asking so he did not ask me.  And

what I quote is 100 percent wrong.  Moreover, I do not recall ever being with Garrison and the other

two at the same time.

On the very next page this rare genius Livingstone attributes that firing to Mary Ferrell (page

535) when she, too, also had nothing to do with it.  Penn Jones was his alleged source on that. Ferrell

and Boxley were friends.

As this mishmash having nothing to do with the subhead rambles it, asks if Garrison made all

that stuff about oil men up.  It gets nowhere and does not even try to.

Livingstone asks The Source "Was Mac Wallace one of the shooters?"  "Maybe.  I don't know"

was the reply.  Then what he had to know Livingstone would love, "`The Zapruder film could very well

be a forgery,' Healey said with a knowing tone in his voice.  `If the original never left Dallas....'."  What
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this source of sources, endangered life and all, does not know and Livingstone does know is that it left

Dallas immediately, in Time/Life possession.

This section squishes to an end with the display of how all-knowing, in Livingstone's mind, The

Source, really is:  "I know that Ruby was an FBI source" (page 538).

Of all things this is sourced to a Boxley memo (page 610)!  With no indicator of how The

Source had access to Garrison’s files or how else he could have gotten it.  It was actually announced

officially by the FBI, that Ruby has been tried out and had failed his probation.  My all the deep dark

secrets The Source really had!

It should now be clear even to those who have read nothing but Livingstone that The Source,

George Healey is a king-sized plain, old-fashioned bullshitter and not a very good one, one who would

not try such silly stuff on anyone other than Livingstone.

On his part, Livingstone has already established his first-rate credentials as subject-matter

ignoramus and as a very large stupidity to boot.

Imagine his not knowing that the FBI and made a public announcement that it had tried Ruby

out as a criminal informant, that he had not been productive, and that his probationary period had ended

with the FBI having nothing further to do with him as an informer.

The beginning of "The Dallas Cover-Up" section is too grossly ignorant and too much from

Madeleine Brown again so I calm my stomach and skip it.  In a book that depends almost exclusively

on the most undependable of sources, there are few if any who can rival Brown in their inherent

undependability, in the impossibility of her knowing what she claimed to know, and in being as palpable

wrong in what she says.  That alone is enough for her to be as important as she is to Livingstone who

never escapes the dream world of his own sick mind.  What Brown says is of no substance anyway. 
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But, that is true of all of this fat book anyway.

However, what Livingstone means by "a reliable source" on page 540 is worth quoting:  "A

reliable source told me that he doesn't think Life ever had the original Zapruder film."  The reason? 

"`Numerous copies were made,' he told me."

Livingstone is as ignorant about that original as he is of all else.  What is recounted of its history

he just refused to believe.  There is one thing that is absolutely unique on it as compared with the copies

made in Dallas:  it was damaged visibly and patched after it left Dallas.  This dunderhead knows that

very well.  He saw the reproduction of the damaged key frames in my first book.  And that Life did

have and make slides from for the Commission that could have been made from the original only.

It was my telling him how he could see for himself that all the nonsense about the back of the

President's head being blown out is false, that when he did see it for himself and knowing as he does

that the one and only, the greatest of the great Harry Livingstone never makes any mistake, that is his

"proof" that I was conspiring against him and his monumental work.

Any copies made later from the original will reflect the patch but will not themselves be patched.

 That can be detected by touch.  So establishing the original is no problem, and none ever existed until

Livingstone could not face his own stupidity in basing his second book on what that film proves is false. 

That is why he decided that it had to have been doctored.  This irrational chatter is his bankrupt way of

trying to give his myth some credibility, from one who offers only silly opinion without having any basis

for any of it.

I am grateful there is but another chapter of this insanity and then its conclusions!

The Source knew what to feed Livingstone.  Livingstone lapped it all up.  But again, not a single

fact, no evidence at all.    
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